
Topology 

Folding Pattern instructions: 
o 1.  Carefully trim the edges of the template. 

o 2.  Flip the template over and lightly trace the black lines on the back. 

o 3.  Make creases on the lines by folding repeatedly in both directions. (Avoid 

folding the template like a paper football at this point.  Instead focus on 

making each crease exact and easily folded.) 

o 4.  Color the front of the template as labeled. 

o 5.  Color the back to match the front. 

o Ask the teacher to affirm that you fully followed the first 5 steps. When 

he/she approves, you will be given a topological challenge! 
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Coloring Tips: Do NOT use marker.  Use colored 

pencils or crayons instead.  Also, place a sheet of 

scratch paper below so that you can color to the 

edges without a mess.  Color darkly. 
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Folding patterns 

These are miniature versions of the patterns you will make by simply folding your colored strip of paper!   
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